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Great and powerful nations as America and Great Britain (England) cannot respect their inevitable doom 

-- not to think of the people that Great Britain (England) and America have crushed and brought into 
subjection to the will of Great Britain (England) and America. 

THESE PEOPLE (the subjects, crushed people, and personal slaves) of England and America are too  blind 
to see the inevitable doom of these two powers who have enslaved and robbed the Black people of the earth. 

They carved up Africa like a checkerboard and enriched themselves with the resources of that Black 
continent up until this day. 

Did England and America carve up Europe and rob the many, many empires that they set up in Europe under 
Kind "so and so" Emperor "so and so," and Queen "so and so?" Before their own crushing of Germany's 
might, Europe had many kingdoms (independent nations, as they call them). Why? Because all these are 
England's and America's brothers (white people). They looked out for the interest of their white brothers and 
wanted  them to reign as kings and queens over their allotted territories. 

But, the might of Germany  and  Russia became a factor that they had to respect and the overthrowing of the 
previous power of these little European kingdoms set up and backed by the big powers of England and 
America, with their long reach and effect over the the people of South America and Central American (Latin 
America as they are  referred to), running from Mexico all the way down to Argentina (which is a white 
country like themselves). 

All the inhabitants of the islands of the Pacific and Far East are weak and are powers crushed by England and
America. 

Today all of these darker people are demanding from these two great powers (Great Britain and America): 
"Justice or leave us to ourselves." There is no such thing as America and Great Britain being surprised at the 
call of justice coming from the mouths of their crushed Black people.  They knew this was coming long 
before it took, place but they thought they were so powerful and so wise in deceiving and keeping deceived 
their subjects that they mocked such days and times that they are now faced with. 

IT IS BETTER to give up that which does not belong to you than to fight and oppose the real owners of their 
own goods. 

I warned in this very paper (MUHAMMAD SPEAKS): To let  them (Black people) go or suffer the 
consequence. 



Today the cry all over your slaves' and subjects' territories is for justice. "Let me go from  you" is the cry. 

Your answer is that which Pharaoh gave to Moses and his people. But, he too suffered the consequences. 
Long before Pharaoh ignored justice for his slaves, ancient Babylon under Nebuchadnezzar and Belshazzar 
suffered the like consequence. 

The majority of our people at the present time do not want to go to their own. They do not want to be 
separated from the slavemaster, but hope that the slavemaster will consider them and do justice by them and 
they hope that they and the slavemaster still can live together. The only together that is mentioned in the 
prophecy where the slave and his master can be together is in a lake of fire  mentioned in the Bible 
(Revelation 19:20). This is the only place that the Bible and Holy Qur-an teaches that the slave and his 
master can be together. But, this is not living together there. They will be put there alive but the fire  certainly
will not keep life in you. 

The American-nursed slave, the Bible refers to as a home born slave. And also, Jesus makes a parable of 
such people's desire to live with the master for crumbs under the parable of Lazarus desiring to stay at the 
gate of the rich man's house, even though he gets nothing but crumbs. 

This parable is fulfilled by the Black people in America, other than the Black people who are Muslims. 

The civil rights groups (SCLC, SNCC, CORE and others) are all the same. The division comes about in their 
names. 

As the world knows, each Black Man in America wants to be his own leader and will divide anything up into
various divisions or groups for the sake of some fellow who wants to be a "head man" to whosoever will 
listen to him. 

The Black Man in America today is in such a condition that no one can start him on a right way, lest he  go 
off a wrong way just for the sake of leadership. But, I say, your straying from the right way which I am 
teaching you from Allah (God), Who Came in the Person of Master Fard Muhammad, to Whom praises are 
due forever and which is backed by Allah (God) will get you the consequences too. 
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